Summary. A powerful technique of solving the inverse problem of seismology, the Tau method, has been described recently by Bessonova et QZ. Limits of the function T@) = T(p) -p X ( p ) , where p is the ray parameter, T the travel time and X the epicentral distance are mapped into limits in the velocitydepth plane. The function T@) is estimated from observed times and distances of body wave data using the fact that T@) is the singular solution of
Introduction
A powerful technique for seismic travel-time inversion, the Tau method, was developed by Bessonova el QZ. (1974) . The method makes use of the function T ( P ) = T(P) -P X ( P )
where p = dT/dX is the ray parameter, X is half the epicentral distance, and 7 is half the travel time from source to receiver. It was shown that it is possible to map limits of the function T@) into limits for the velocity-depth function V0.I). Thus with ~( p ) estimated from T ( X ) observations an envelope may be obtained in the V0.I) plane which contains all possible velocity-depth profiles that are consistent with the data. Prior to the development of the Tau method the Herglotz-Wiechert method of inversion, which maps the function X ( p ) into V b ) , was widely used for direct inversion. The disadvantage of this method is that it is difficult to put bounds on the function X ( p ) since X ( p ) + -when a smooth velocity reversal is encountered. The function 7@), on the other hand, is well behaved since it decreases monotonically and responds to a low velocity zone by exhibiting a finite discontinuity. It is expected that the Tau method of seismic inversion will become a standard tool in the interpretation of crustal, upper mantle, and teleseismic data. The purpose of this paper is to prevent a new method of computing velocity models using 7@) and to show that the variation in resolution of V b ) due to changes in recording station spacing can be found by using 7@).
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Resolving power as a function of station spacing It has been shown (Herglotz 1907) and (Wiechert 1910 ) that in the absence of low velocity zones if X ( p ) is known exactly then V b ) is unique and can be calculated. The presence of a low velocity zone introduces uncertainty in the velocity-depth function below the low velocity zone. Gerver & Markushevich (1 966) have obtained a theoretical expression which permits one to compute the uncertainty in the velocity-depth function when any number of low velocity zones are present assuming that the functions X ( p ) and T ( p ) are completely determined. In practise, however, seismic observations are taken at discrete points, Xi, along the surface of the Earth. Thus, even in the absence of low velocity zones, there will be uncertainty in the velocity-depth profile due to the discrete nature of the observations. Davies & Chapman (1975) have discussed the discrete inversion problem, restricted to a travel-time branch within which neither triplications due to rapid increases in velocity nor discontinuities due to low velocity zones take place, in terms of the classical HerglotzWiechert method.
It is possible to study the effect that discrete T ( X ) data has upon the resolution of the velocity-depth profile using the Tau method. It is assumed that exact observations of T , X and p are obtained from N small linear arrays of seismometers with array spacing being AX and the array lengths Q AX:In general, a given array may not provide a set of observations (q, Xi, p i , i = 1, N ) since Xi may be located within a shadow zone and also a given array may provide more than one set q, Xi, pi since Xi may be located within a region of triplication. For t h s example the function T @ ) will be due to the discrete nature of the 7 i ( p i ) observations. Since d~/ d p = -X(p), and hence 7@) is monotonic decreasing, it is possible to find functions 7u(p) and 7L (p) from the observations ~~( p~) such that 7@) must satisfy, 7L03) < 7 ( p ) < 7&). For each interval (pi+ p i ) where pi > p i + the upper and lower Tau bounds are given by,
~L ( P ) = 7 i (~i ) -
Clearly a smaller station spacing AX will result in a small 7 envelope defined by 7u(p) and 7~ (p) since there will be more observations 7 i ( p i ) . A narrower 7@) envelope will in turn result in a narrower velocity envelope. An example of this is shown in Figs 1 and 2 . Fig. 1 shows a hypothetical P wave velocity-depth function. Using a direct ray program it is possible to calculate values T ( p i ) , &(pi) and hence 7&i) generated by such a structure using the Bullen (1963) ray integrals. Figs 1 and 2 show upper and lower velocity bounds calculated from theoretical observations based on the velocity model in Fig. 1 for station spacings of 100 and 25 km respectively. The inversion routine used for mapping 7@) limits into V ( y ) is after Bessonova el al. (1974) and is described in the Appendix. A similar analysis may be performed for any hypothetical velocity-depth structure and thus aid in the determination of station spacing required for any given desired resolution.
Estimation of the function T @ ) from real data Before inverting travel-time data using the Tau method it is necessary to find estimates for the function 7 ( p ) from T ( X ) observations. Bessonova et al. (1974) 
The set of particular solutions of ( 2 ) is given by (1). From the fact that p = dT,dX, Bessonova et al. (1974) show that 7 ( p ) is the singular solution of (2); that is 7 @ ) is equal to the value 7 ( X , p ) for which a7(X, p ) / a X = 0 . Thus for a generally forward branch within which the slope p =dT/dX is present T@) will be equal to the maximum value of 7 ( X i , p ) calculated for all Xi. For a generally receding branch 7(p) will be the minimum value of ~( X i , p ) . An example of this is shown in Fig. 3 for the forward branch consisting of rays which bottom within the first layer of the hypothetical velocity structure shown in Fig. 1 The method of 7 @ ) calculation described above is excellent when errors in T ( X ) data are very small. On the other hand, when even modest errors are present or when the elastic waves traverse layers with moderate heterogeneities it becomes increasingly difficult to extract T @ ) information using 'Clairaut's relation'. Fig. 4 shows the travel times and distances of the first branch from a seismic line recorded during Project Early Rise.
The graph of T(&, p ) for p values p 1 > p 2 > p 3 > p 4 > p s arising from this generally forward branch is shown in Fig. 5 . Because of inhomogeneities in the layered media and possible errors in time, the regular behaviour which is exhibited by the hypothetical example is not seen. In particular, for any fixed p value, there are several X positions at which &(Xi,p)/aX is zero. The scatter in the travel-time points of Fig. 4 is typical of long range refraction surveys, and is in part due to local variations in crustal structure. Thus it is neces-Inversion of seismic travel times sary to smooth T ( X ) in some manner in order to derive spherically symmetrical velocitydepth functions. Kennett (1976) suggests that this may be done either by fitting a lightlysmoothed spline to the function 7 ( X i , p ) for fixed values of p or by interpolating each branch of the travel-time curve with a smoothed spline which is not required to pass precisely through the data values. For the former process errors in T@) are of the same order as the errors in the T ( X ) values. Kennett (1976) found that values of T@) obtained from the latter process were much more widely scattered than estimates using the graphical construction. Spline smoothing tends to overfit the data to a degree which is dependent upon the nature of the spline routine and we recommend an alternate procedure in which error estimates result directly from the process. For real seismic data, travel-time branches are suitably approximated by a polynomial of the form:
(3 1 For a branch consisting of N points ( K , Xi, i = 1, N ) the quality of the parameterization (3) is given by the root mean square error, From (l), (3) and the condition that h / a X = 0 the expression for the branch in the T@) plane is
A . C. Bates and E. R . Kanasewich where X , and XN are the smallest and largest X coordinates of the branch respectively. The best fit solution for T ( X ) , (3) . In general for a f i e d value of c , the ellipse in the (Q, b) plane is of the form shown in Fig. 6 . For typical experimental data the major axis is tilted clockwise from the 'a' axis by a few degrees and the major axis is much greater than the minor axis (the ratio of the major to the minor axis is much greater than shown by 
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on a straight line with intercept a. and slope bo. If an attempt is made to fit the data to another straight line for which the time intercept a > a. is fured, the resulting value of the slope, b , will be such that b < bo. Similarly if a < a. then b > bo. Also, the ellipsoid defined by (7) is such that when c increases the allowable values of b decrease. These properties of the solution space are not accidental; they are related to the stability of the function ~( p ) . For example, consider Fig. 5 and assume, for simplicity, that c = 0 . For any (a, b) within the ellipse we have from the mean square error in (4) that ~( p ) = a where p = b. Because of the tilt of the major axis of the ellipse, points with higher b values have lower a values; this situation is in accordance with the monotonic decreasing behaviour of ~( p ) .
Also, since the ellipsoid encompasses smaller b values for larger c values, the tendency is toward preservation of the range of p defined by (4) when c changes.
In order to find all possible expressions of the T ( X ) branch in the ~( p ) plane for a given error tEo, we need only calculate ~( p )
from (4) for points (a, b, c ) on the surface of the ellipsoid defined by (7). The image curve ~( p ) of any interior point (a, b, c) will be 'contained' by the image curves of the surface points. This fact can be seen by considering the dashed line in Fig. 6 ; from (4) plane can be determined by examining all possible solutions. Finally this envelope may be mapped into an envelope in the V(Z) plane by using the technique described by Bessonova et al. (1974) .
Our technique for inverting travel-time data is illustrated in Fig. 7 . The travel-time branches were recorded in Western Canada from shots in Lake Superior along the 'Yukon' line during Project Early Rise. Fig. 7 also shows the resulting Tau envelope assuming a surface velocity of 4.0 km s-' and a second order polynomial -equation (3) -for each branch.
The velocity envelope is shown in Fig. 8 . A low velocity zone with a maximum thickness of approximately 150 km is required. The top of the low velocity zone may be as shallow as 60 km. A rectangular shaped low velocity zone is assumed for simplicity. The differences in depth between the upper and lower dashed lines show the thickness of the low velocity as a function of the velocity within the zone. A detailed interpretation of this example together with comparisons with other studies will be given in a subsequent paper.
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Conclusions
Not only is the Tau method an objective approach to the problem of inversion of real seismic T ( X ) data but also it may be used to examine the variation of uncertainty of the velocity-depth function due to changes in seismic array geometries. In the case of real seismic data, estimation of the function ~( p ) from T ( X ) can be performed satisfactorily using the 'Clairaut' approach as long as errors in T ( X ) are inconsequential. With realistic scatter, due to inhomogeneities or errors in measurement as is the case for long range refraction work, it becomes necessary to smooth the T ( X ) data in order to derive a meaningful velocity structure. We suggest that an unbiased method of smoothing involves a determination of all possible curves, T = a + bX + c x , that fit each T ( X ) branch within any prescribed root mean square error. The solutions (a, 6 , c) are found to be contained within an ellipsoid in (a, b, c ) space. The properties of the ellipsoid, for real data, reflect the inherent stability of the function ~( p ) .
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inversion of seismic travel times .. The function @I (ml, m,) is related to the Herglotz-Wiechert portion (first term) of the righthand side of (Al) and it is given by
I, ('44) If no low velocity zones are present or if for every low velocity zone qi<ml, then F(ml, mz) = q5 (ml, m,) . The term J/ (ml, m,) is related t o the low velocity zones and is given by ('46) and The summation in (AS) is taken over all low velocity zones for which qi > ml. It is possible to show that Bi(mI, m,) > 0. Also, when mz < qi, then there exists a value y, m, < y < m,, such that
The expressions (A8) for Bi (ml, m,) is particularly useful for two reasons. In practise we do not know 4i and ai exactly. From the T ( X ) data however we can find limits for 4i and ui [Bessonova et al. (1974) l such that
Next we assume that the slowness in the i-th low velocity zone is less than some given value iii u ( y ) G . i for yi < y G vi. Bi(ml,m2) is maximal when the low velocity zone is rectangular, and takes on the maximum possible velocity. Furthermore, the maximum thickness, hi, for the i-th low velocity zone can bf found using the induction method described by Bessonova et al. Thus, Bi(mlr m2) is minimal when the low velocity zone is rectangular and as thick as possible. The form (A8) for Bj(ml, m2) is instrumental in the analytical determination of the upper and lower bounds, (A9) and (A10) respectively, for Bi(ml, m2). It is also useful for computational purposes. This can be seen by examining the expression for Bi(ml, m2) given by (A6); the second term on the right-hand side of the expression involves an integration, with respect to the variable 'p', which cannot be performed explicitly. The expression (A8)
for Bi(ml, m2) is exact for some unknown value of y such that ml < y < m2. However, even though we do not know y exactly, approximations for the right-hand sides of (A8), (A9), and (A10) may be made by taking y = (ml + m2)/2. Of course, we expect the approximation to be good if the interval (m,, m2) is small. We have performed several calculations comparing the 'exact' value (A6) with the approximate value (A8), where y = (ml + m2)/2, for rectangular low velocity zones. The integration with respect to 'p', in (A6), was done numerically. In all cases it was found that results from (A6) and (A8) compare favourably.
We have upper and lower limits, Bi(ml, m2) and &(ml, m2) respectively for the functions Bi(ml, m2). Now suppose that we have upper and lower bounds for the function 7(p) in the
Then for ml > d there exist two functions,f(m,, m2) and g(ml, m2), which bound @,(m1, m2) In using (A19) and (A20), it is important to be aware of the following guidelines. First of all, calculations using (A19) and (A20) are done in order of decreasing p values; that is in order of increasing 'j' values. In (A19) the summatiori is taken over all low velocity zones for which qi > pi. Also, if the interval ( p i , r ( p j ) ) contains a low velocity zone, [that is, if there exists a-qk such that qk Q qk Q qk and pj < qk < r(pj)] , then (A20) is replaced by y ( p j ) = k'(pj-,). Furthermore, notice that the values B;(s(pj),pj) are a priori unknown for non zem ui since they require, from (AIO), knowledge of undetermined values hi. Thus, the following
